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Abstract
Some existing approaches to multi-application smart card design rely on the card containing data and importing the
code of functions (methods) to be performed on data. A complementary solution is proposed in this paper to relax the
requirement-or rather the bottleneck-that all confidential data and processing be supported by the card. Our approach is
based on running some applications outside the card using encrypted data processing, specifically privacy homomorphisms. Examples of privacy homomorphisms are given, one of which is very recent and allows full arithmetic on encrypted
data while remaining secure against known-cleartext attacks.
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1. Introduction

Future smart cards will no longer be dedicated
devices implementing a single issuer-dependent
application. Instead, the trend is toward designing
multi-application cards with an own operating
system that can perform a variety of functions [lo];
in this way, an individual bearing a single card will
be able to interact with several service providers
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(operating on the data stored in the card). In order
for the card to be able to cope with several
applications, it has been suggested that the card
should contain the holder’s data and that the code of
functions (methods) to be performed on data should
be imported by the card operating system from an
outside server [IS]. In this paper, we propose a
complementary solution to relax the requirement
that all confidential data and processing be
supported by the card. The idea is that some
applications could run outside the card on
homomorphically encrypted data. For these applications, the card does not exactly behave as a passive
device, because the card operating system remains
responsible for data encryption and decryption,
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and also for controlling access of outside applications to data (see Section 3). Running some applications entirely outside the card has several
advantages:
- It amounts to having a multiprocessor environment formed by the card’s processor and one or
more external processors. Thus, true parallelism
is possible, although there is some asymmetry
when an external processor tries to access data in
the card: external processors must interact with
the card’s processor following the protocol shown
in Section 3.
- Especially
resource-demanding
applications
can make use of external storage and external
processors more powerful than the one on the
card. Any application dealing with data stored in
the card can benefit from the approach presented
here. This includes service provider applications
as well as card-initiated applications such as
biometric verification (recognition of voice,
fingerprints or handwriting) which usually
requires a substantial amount of storage and
a large number of relatively simple operations.
In Section 2, previous work is reviewed. In
Section 3, the basic idea is outlined. Section
4 contains
some background
on privacy
homomorphisms, which are a tool for computing
with encrypted
data; examples of privacy
homomorphisms are given, one of which has been
recently proposed by this author and allows full
arithmetic while remaining secure against knowncleartext attacks. Section 5 discusses integration of
privacy homomorphisms into an object-oriented
architecture. Section 6 analyzes the applicability of
the presented ideas and includes one example,
Section 7 is a conclusion.

2. Previous work
In order for smart cards to become multiapplication, their functionality must be extended.
Since no dramatical change in card hardware
limitations is likely to occur in the near future, any
functional extension must be based on some kind of
server-aided approach. There are at least three ways
for the card to take advantage of an external server:
first, use the server storage; second, use the server

computing power; third, use both resources. To our
best knowledge, only the first way has been extensively dealt with so far (see [9] for concepts and [2]
for a discussion on implementation issues). We propose here to explore the other two ways of using an
external server.
Our starting point is the model of [9], which will
be reviewed in some detail in the rest of this section.
In that paper, the object-oriented concepts set forth
in [3] are used to sketch the operation for a multiapplication smart card that can accommodate external service providers operating on the card’s
data. Given such a card, each service provider allocates a card object into the card. The methods in this
card object can be invoked by the provider and also
by host programs; however, the card object only
contains interfaces for its methods, but not the
actual code body of these. The program invoking
a method is called client and the program containing the card object is the card operating system.
Notice that the words “client” and “server” are not
employed here as it is customary in the client-server
paradigm: the term server was used above to denote
an external computer, whereas the term client is now
used to denote a program external to the card. In
order to use a card object, the following protocol,
illustrated in Fig. 1, is used:

Protocol 1 (On-card computation).
1. The client program points to a local object (also
called proxy or surrogate object).
2. The methods in the client proxy object perform
procedure calls to methods in the card object.
Upon making a procedure call to a card method,
the proxy object provides the card with the
certified code corresponding to the invoked
method.
3. After integrity checks of the method certificate,
the card operating system runs the code of the
method on the card object data.
4. The card operating system returns the response
to the client program.
In order to speed up this basic protocol, the card
operating system may temporarily store inside the
card the code of an imported method to make it
available to other object calls during the current
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Fig. 1. Protocol 1: On-card computation
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session. The authors describe an alternative
approach, which is based on agents. The only variation is that the client and the card operating system
do not interact directly, but through a network
agent.

3. Off-card computation
The problem with the approaches described in
Section 2 (object-oriented or agent-based) is that
they rely on the card ultimately supporting all confidential data and processing. Thus, the card’s limited
storage and processing capacity can be a bottleneck
when a very resource-demanding client application
is to be serviced or simply, when several client
applications are to be run in parallel.
For such applications, we propose the following
protocol, illustrated in Fig. 2, which assumes that
card object data can be processed outside the card in
an encrypted form.

Protocol 2 (OfFcard computation).
The client program points to a local object.
The methods in the client local object request
from the card an encrypted version of the card
object data. The card delivers the required data
after proper security control.
The methods in the client local object compute
on encrypted data, find the desired (encrypted)
result, and send it to the card operating system.
The card operating system runs a method in the
card object that decrypts the result received from
the client; the clear response is then returned to
the client program.

Fig. 2. Protocol 2: Off-card computation

Next, the main differences between Protocol 1
and Protocol 2 are pointed out.
In the latter protocol, step 3 is done by the client
program. Computationally,
this eliminates a
bottleneck and is an advantage, although a tradeoff with security is obvious: it is usually more
secure to confine data inside the card than to
have them sent outside the card in an encrypted
form.
Card objects used by applications following Protocol 2 contain methods (with their code) for data
encryption and for data decryption. Other
methods may be included to control access of
client applications to data. In addition, such card
objects may also contain method interfaces as
required by Protocol 1.
Local objects get data from card objects instead
of supplying the latter with the code of methods.
Due to the differences listed so far, local objects in
Protocol 2 are not subtypes of card objects and do
not behave as proxy or surrogate objects in the
sense of Protocol 1 and [4].
The implementation of Protocol 2 can be refined
in several ways:
(a) If card speed is critical but card storage is not,
data need not be interactively decrypted by the
card operating system. Instead, encryption can
be done upon data acquisition, so that card
object data are stored as ciphertext. However,
ciphertext often rquires more storage than
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cleartext (see Section 4). Remark that encrypted
data fields in card objects can also be used by
Protocol 1 provided that operations on encrypted data are coded as additional methods in the
proxy objects; then, if card object methods are
polymorphically defined, different codes for, say,
multiplying data will be automatically provided
at step 2 of Protocol 1 depending on data being
cleartext or being encrypted under one of the
several possible algorithms (refer to discussion
in Section 5).
If card storage is critical but card speed is not,
then card object data can be stored as cleartext
and be encrypted when requested by Protocol 2.
If both card speed and storage are critical, then
perhaps we might think of keeping data in encrypted form outside the card. This approach
uses the fact that many client applications merely need read-only access (e.g. applications querying medical records, etc.). External encrypted
data should be properly mirrored to maintain
consistency as cleartext data stored in the card
change. For speed to be really high, the external
storage device should be reachable over the
network and allow a high I/O throughput (comparable to the throughput of the card I/O interface).

4. I’he tool: privacy homomorphisms

Computing on encrypted data does not make
sense unless the encryption transformation being
used has some homomorphic properties. Privacy
homomorphisms (PHs) were formally introduced in
[l l] as a tool for processing encrypted data.
Basically, they are encryption functions E,: T-t T’
which allow to perform a set F’ of operations on
encrypted
data without
knowledge
of the
decryption function D,. Knowledge of D, allows to
recover the outcome of the corresponding set F of
operations on clear data. The security gain is especially apparent in a multilevel security environment such as the ones described in Sections 2 and 3.
Data can be encrypted by the smart card, be
processed by the client program, and the result be
decrypted by the smart card.

Next follow some well-known results about PHs.
If a PH preserves order, then it is insecure against
a ciphertext-only attack. If a PH has addition
among its ciphertext-domain operations, then it is
insecure under chosen-ciphertext attack [ 11. With
the exception of the RSA algorithm-which
preserves only multiplication-all the examples proposed in [ 1l] were subsequently shown to be breakable by a ciphertext-only attack or, at most,
a known-cleartext attack (see [S]); Brickell and
Yacobi [S] introduced R-additive PHs which remain secure at the cost of putting a restriction on the
number of ciphertexts that can be added together.
Lacking secure PHs that preserve more than one
operation, most successful attempts at encrypted
data processing have relied on ad-hoc procedures,
either designed for very specific computations [l] or
adapted to a special computing environment [ 141.
In [7], we presented a new PH that preserves addition and multiplication and has the remarkable
property of seeming able to withstand known-cleartext attacks.
For illustration purposes, we give two examples
of privacy homomorphisms, each having interesting
properties in its own right.
Example 1. An exponential cipher such as RSA [12]
is a PH. Let M = ~4, where p and q are two large
secret primes (about 100 decimal digits each). In this
case,
T= T’ = Z,,
E,(a) = ue mod m,
D,(a’) = (u’)~ mod m,

where Z, is the set of integers modulo m, d is secret
and ed mod 4(m) = 1, with 4(m) = (p - 1) (q - 1)
being Euler’s totient function. Clearly,
D,(E,(a)) = aed mod m = u’+~O(~)mod m = a,

where Euler’s theorem is used in the last step. Now,
let F = F’ = { *}, where * denotes the modular multiplication over Z,. The following homo-morphic
property holds
E,Ju)*E,(b)

=(u”modm)(b’modm)modm
=(u*b)“modm=E,(u*b).
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This homomorphism allows only one operation,
but appears to be very secure. Finding D, from E,,
i.e. finding d from e, seems to be equivalent to
factoring a large modulus m. No polynomial-time
algorithm for factoring has been published till date.
An additional interesting property relates to the
preservation of the equality predicate, because it
holds that
E,(a) = E,(b) if and only if a = b.
To summarize, the RSA PH has the following features:
- The only operation that can be carried out on
encrypted data by the client program is multiplication.
- The equality predicate is preserved, and thus
comparisons for equality can be done by the
client program based on encrypted data.
- Security even against chosen-cleartext attacks
seems to be guaranteed.
- Cleartext and ciphertext lengths are about the
same, so there is no storage penalty for keeping
data in encrypted form on the smart card.
Example 2. The PH in this example is similar to the
one in [7], but can be proven secure against
a known-cleartext
attack
[S]. The public
parameters are a positive integer d and a highly
composite large integer m (x lOzoo) having at least
one large prime factor (Z 10”‘). The secret
parameters are r E Z, such that r-l mod m exists
and a small divisor m* of m. In this case the set of
cleartext is T= Z,.. The set of ciphertext is
T’ = (if,,,)“. The set F of cleartext operations is formed by addition, subtraction and multiplication in
7: The set F’ of ciphertext operations contains the
corresponding componentwise operations in T’.
The PH transformations
can be described as
follows.
Encryption: Randomly split a~&,,, into secret
such that a =c4=1
a,imodm* and
a.,,...,%
a. j E Z,. Compute

Decryption:
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Compute the scalar product of the jth
coordinate by r -jmodm
to retrieve ~.~rnodrn.
Compute I;= 1 a. j mod m* to get a.

As encrypted values are computed over (Z,,Jd by
the client program, the use of r requires that the
terms of the encrypted value having different rdegree be handled separately. The r-degree of a term
is the exponent of the power of r contained in the
term. This is necessary for the smart card to be able
to multiply each term by r-l the right number of
times, before adding all terms up over Z,..
The set F’ of ciphertext operations consists of the
following.
Addition
and subtraction:
They are done
componentwise, i.e. between terms with the same
degree.
Multiplication:
It works like in the case of
polynomials. All terms are cross-multiplied in Z,,
with a d,th degree term by a d,th degree term
yielding a (d, + d,)th degree term; finally, terms
having the same degree are added up.
Division: Cannot be carried out in general
because the polynomials are a ring, but not a field.
A good solution is to leave divisions in rational
format by considering the field of rational functions:
the encrypted version of u/b is E,(u)/E,(b).
Next follow two remarks about fraction
handling:
(i) When addition or subtraction are performed on
fractions with different denominators, numerators cannot be added or subtracted directly.
The rules for ordinary fractions should be
followed

-4x(4+Ek(C) = 4&W, (4 rkWW, (4
E,(b)- -W-O

EAWM

’

(ii) If non-integer initial data are dealt with as
fractions, then every result received from the
client program level is a fraction; the numerator
of the exact result must be decrypted and
thereafter divided over the real numbers by the
decrypted denominator (be it a power of 10 or
not), in order to get the right number of decimal
positions.
To summarize, this PH has the following features:
- Addition, subtraction, multiplication and division can be carried out on encrypted data by the
client program.
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- In [8], unconditional security against knowncleartext attacks is proven provided that d > 1
and the number n of random known cleartextciphertext pairs is smaller than log,,m. This
means that the set of ciphertext must be much
larger than the set of cleartext. Pairs that are
derived from random pairs using the homomorphic properties do not compromise the
security of the PH.
- The equality predicate is not preserved, and thus
comparisons for equality cannot be done by the
client program based on encrypted data. Remark
that a given cleartext can have many ciphertext
versions for two reasons: (A) cleartext is
randomly split during encryption; (B) the client
program computes over (ZJd and only the smart
card can perform a reduction to Z,, during
decryption.
- Encryption and decryption transformations can
be implemented efficiently, because they only
require modular multiplications. Note that no
exponentiation is needed, because the powers of
r can be precomputed.
- A ciphertext is about d log,, m times longer than
the corresponding cleartext. Even if this is
a storage penalty, a choice of d = 2 for encryption
should be affordable while remaining secure.

5. Integrating privacy homomorphisms into an
object-oriented architecture
Protocol 2 is complementary to Protocol 1.
Therefore, the new proposal should have a rather
slight impact on the card life cycle as understood in
Protocol 1. If a card object o is to be used both in
Protocols 1 and 2, then it has the following
structure:
o=({di}),{li},{

CE’,“l)>(Ai}),

where {di} are data fields (clear or encrypted,
depending on the implementation, see Section 3
and below), {Ii} is a suite of method interfaces as
used in protocol 1, { [E’,D’]} is a suite of PH
encryption/decryption
transformations
available
for this object, and (Ai) is a suite of access control
methods to be used at steps 2 and 4 of Protocol 2 (see
below). Encryption, decryption and access control

methods are full methods, that is, they contain their
code bodies. Of course, if o is to be used only with
Protocol 1,just {di} and {Ii} are required. Conversely, if o is to be used only with Protocol 2, then {Ii} is
not needed.
Example 3. Here is a sketch of a pseudo-C++
implementation of a card object allocated by a healthcare service provider:
classMedicalCardObject{
private:
//Datafields
MedicalStructmedical_record;
public:
// Suiteof Protocollmethod
// interfaces (without body)
void Update Vaccination(Date
vaccination-date);
int Get NumberOf Surgical
Operations( );
/I Suiteofprivacyhomomorphisms
// (withbody)
CipherDataEl (Idclient,
Stringdata-field-name) {
JfInvokesomeaccess
// controlmethodforthe
/I client,
//encryptadatafieldof
// themedical
//recordfollowingPHno. 1,
llandreturnencrypteddata
// (step2 of Protocol2).
. . . 1

ClearDataDl (Idclient, Cipher
Data encrypted-result) {
//Invoke someaccess control
//methodfortheclient,
//decryptaresultcomputed
I/ onencrypteddata,
//andreturnclearresult
ff (step4 of Protocol2).
. . . >

CipherDataE2 (Idclient,
Stringdata-field-name) {
//SameasEl,butforPHno.2.
. . *>

ClearDataD2(Idclient, Cipher
Dataencrypted-result) {
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//SameasDl,butforPHno.2.
. . . >

. . .

//Suiteofaccess controlmethods
JJ (withbody)
BooleanCheckACL (Idclient,
Stringdata-field-name) {
//Checkwhethertheclient
/Ibelongstothe
//accesscontrollist for
// the specifieddatafield.
. . . >

BooleanAuthenticate
(Idclient) {
//Runanauthentication
//protocoltocheck
//theclient's identity.
. . . 1

Typically, the suite of available privacy homomorphisms for a given object depends on the type of
the data fields. For example:
- For qualitative (non-numerical) data fields, we
might be interested in a PH preserving the equality predicate such as the one of Example 1; this
would allow the client program to make comparisons and compute aggregate data.
- For quantitative (numerical) data fields, a flexible
PH allowing to perform several arithmetical operations on encrypted data would probably be
preferred. Thus, the PH of Example 2 would be
a good choice.
Note 1 (Card objects with seoeral PHs). In a general

setting where a data field can be possibly encrypted
under more than one PH, such a field is stored as
cleartext, to avoid maintaining a copy encrypted
under each PH. A particular PH is selected when the
data field is requested by the client local object at
step 2 of Protocol 2; such a selection depends on the
intended subsequent computation and must be
authorized by the card operating system after running one access control method in the {Ai} suite.
The selected PH will be re-used at step 4 to retrieve
the clear result of the computation.
5.1. Functional limitations
One obvious functional limitation
of the
described approach is that the client program can
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only use certain operations on encrypted data.
Whereas this may be good for security, it is a functional hindrance. Another drawback is that no
single known secure PH preserves all usual logical
and arithmetical operations. So, it is very likely that
a local object method needs to be split into different
portions each running Protocol 2 with a different
PH selection.
Finally, a mirage limitation could be alleged because, as it was shown in Example 2, usual arithmetical operations on clear data are mapped to
unusual operations on encrypted data. This would
be problematic if client applications were coded in
a traditional programming environment. If objectoriented technology is used, polymorphism allows
the code of the client local object to be independent
of the PH used by the card object, provided that
the proper dynamic libraries implementing PH operations are available to the client.
5.2. Security limitations
First of all, the security of card object data is no
longer exclusively tied to the card’s physical tamperproofness. It depends also on the security properties
of the particular PH in use. Moreover, if the same
clear data are encrypted (and exported) by the card
under several PHs, this might cause unknown weaknesses against known-cleartext or even ciphertextonly attacks. However, this possibility depends on
the particular combination of PHs and cannot be
generalized.
Another limitation is related to the amount of
control that can be exerted on computations on
card object data. In Protocol 1, the card operating
system can check the code integrity of a method
before its execution, because the card receives the
certified body of every client-invoked method [9].
In Protocol 2, execution of the method code is left to
the client program. Thus, the card does not see the
method code and cannot check whether the code is
good and corresponds to a “lawful” method. The
card operating system can only exert several kinds
of indirect control on the computations done by the
client program:
- Before delivering encrypted data at step 2, the
card operating system can run an access control
or authentication method Ai to establish the
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client’s identity (in principle, “good” clients are
suposed not to tamper with computations). An
access control method can be as simple as an
access control list checker. An authentication
method can be obtained by adapting one of the
protocols described in [lo] for authenticating the
card itself.
The PHs available for a given card object clearly
limit the kind of operations that can be performed
by the client program.
The card can check to some extent whether the
results received from the client at step 3 of
Protocol 2 are its own or have at least been
computed on its data. To achieve this, the card
could encrypt some redundancy with the clear
data at step 2. The redundancy scheme must be
such that it is preserved by the PH used (for
example, multiplying initial data by a secret
constant works for the PHs in Section 4). Another
possibility is for the card’s processor to verify with
a certain (low) probability each result received
from the client.
At step 4 of Protocol 2 the card operating system
can eventually decide not to send the decrypted
result to the client program. Such a decision could
be made by a method Ai implementing a set of rules
trying to detect illegal leakage of card object data.
If computations by the client program are
statistical in nature, then the card operating
system can use some kind of disclosure control
procedure when returning (at step 4) cleartext
statistics computed on object data. A statistical
disclosure control can be implemented as
a supplementary card object method Ai and is
designed to thwart inference of individual data
from statistics computed on these data; common
disclosure control techniques rely on perturbing
or partially suppressing the output statistics (see
C6,131).

6. Applicability analysis
The aforementioned functional and security
limitations suggest that an applicability analysis of
our approach should be provided. In an attempt to
stimulate further research and development, we next
explore how the ideas described so far can contri-

bute to increase a smart card’s capacity at a small
security cost (assessed in Section 5.2)
6.1. Data stored on card: increasing computing power
If data are stored on card, Protocol 2 provides
speed-up and parallelism as improvements over
Protocol 1.
Let us first assess speed-up when data are stored
as cleartext. Denote by T,, the time required to
complete a given computation on-card in step 3 of
Protocol 1 (slowly, because of limited computing
power). If the speed-up ratio between off-card
encrypted data computation and on-card standard
computation is s, then the time to (quickly) complete
the same computation off-card (step 3 of Protocol 2)
is T,,/s. On the other hand, denote by T, the time
required by the card to encrypt one input datum in
step 2 of Protocol 2 (slowly) and by T,, the time
required by the card to decrypt a result in step 4 of
Protocol 1. Assuming that the time to transfer the
code method in Protocol 1 is similar to the time to
transfer the encrypted input data in 2, the only
communications overhead introduced by the latter
protocol is the time T, needed for the encrypted
result to be returned to the card (step 2). Then for
some speed-up to be attained by Protocol 2 in
a computation with n input data, the following
inequality must hold:
T,,>nT,+T,,/s+T,+T,

(1)

Even assuming a large speed-up ratio s, inequality
(1) means that for our approach to be practical the
time required to perform the computation on card
must be longer than the time needed for
communication
and on-card encryption
and
decryption. Thus in this case Protocol 2 is only
useful for relatively long computations; the faster
are encryption algorithms and communications, the
less restrictive is inequality (1). Keeping data in
encrypted form on the card may be more storageconsuming depending on the PH used, but makes
Protocol 2 applicable for shorter computations.
Inequality (1) now becomes
T,, > T,,Is + T, + T.,

(2)

The ability to accommodate parallelism is another
prominent feature of Protocol 2. Notice that at
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step 3, several off-card processors can simultaneously run on the same data. Either off-card processors
can cooperate to increase the speed-up ratio s for
a single client application, or they can operate independently to allow several client applications to run
simultaneously on the same card data. Of course,
decryption of results must be done sequentially by
the card.
6.2. Data stored ofl
and storage capacities

card:

increasing

computing

Under conventional schemes, a smart card can
only protect as much data as can be held in the
on-card memory. The possibility of protecting large
files is a novel feature offered by our approach. As
discussed in Section 3, a file can be homomorphically encrypted by the card and be kept in some
external storage device. For such off-card storage to
remain practical, the external file must be read-only for
client programs and not very changing; remark that
file mirroring requires (slow) encryption by the card.
This extended storage capacity greatly improves
the power and the flexibility of smart cards. For
example, complicated biometric patterns or large
medical records can now be protected by a smart
card because there is no need to store them on-card.
However, it is true that the set of operations of the PH
used for data encryption clearly restricts the kind of
processing that can be done by a client program.
Example 4. Consider a doorkeeping system whose
mission is to control the access to a room in
a corporate building. When a person wants to enter
the room, she inserts her smart card in a card reader
located by the door. Meanwhile, the system acquires
the biometric pattern P’ of the person thanks to
some sensor. After this, the system performs some
computations on P’; next, the same computations
are performed by the system on the encrypted
version of the biometric pattern P protected by the
card (this encrypted version is not stored on the
card, but is retrieved from a server on the corporate
local area network). Acting as the client of
Protocol 2, the doorkeeping system subsequently
asks the card to decrypt the result of the computation on P. Finally, if the results of computing on
P and P’ agree, then the system opens the door.
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Notice that, being stored off-card, P can be a very
detailed pattern.

7. Conclusion
An approach for increasing the multi-application
capacity of smart cards has been described. The goal
is to bypass the computational bottleneck that occurs if confidential data and computation corresponding to different applications must all be supported inside the card. Our proposal has inherent
limitations and therefore should not be regarded as
a full alternative to other design approaches, but as
a complementary solution worth using in some
cases. Thus, general card objects of the type assumed in Protocol 2 and described in Section 5 may
coexist with card objects of the type assumed in
Protocol 1. In practice, this means that client programs will follow either protocol depending on the
nature of the object.
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